In this article, we explain a new chess variant that is more challenging for humans than the standard version of the game. A new rule states that either player has the right to switch sides if a 'chain' or link of pieces is created on the board. This appears to increase significantly the complexity of chess, as perceived by players, but not the actual size of its game tree. 'Search' therefore becomes less of an issue. The advantage of this variant is that it allows research into board games to focus on the 'higher level' aspects of intelligence by building upon the approaches used in existing chess engines. We argue that this new variant can therefore more easily contribute to gaming AI than other games of high complexity.
Introduction and Review
In 1965, in analogy to the fruit fly as used in early genetics, chess was described by the Russian mathematician Alexander Kronrod as the Drosophila of artificial intelligence (AI) because it was, at the time, thought to be a suitable base of exploration of the general human thought process [1] . However, developments over the decadesdriven not only by science but also by the highly competitive nature of the game as a sport and its commercial aspects [2, 3] -have shown that brute force computing, specialized heuristics, and efficient programming techniques can be used to develop grandmaster-strength programs that run on even consumer grade hardware.
Attention has therefore shifted to more complex games such as Go and Arimaa that have a much larger game tree than chess [4, 5] . The game tree size is the total number of games that can be played; although the number of strictly legal positions possible (state-space complexity) is usually far fewer and more difficult to estimate since the same position may arise given a different sequence of preceding moves. Chess has an estimated game tree size of 10 120 [6] and state-space complexity of about 10 46 [7] . For Go, given a 19x19 board, it is estimated at 10 360 [8] and 10 170 [9] respectively. For Arimaa it is between 10 300-402 and between 10 43-47 [10, 5] , respectively.
While a larger state-space or game tree presents, in principle, a greater challenge for computational intelligence due to processing speed and memory limitations, there is little evidence that the approaches that seem to work best in such games are significantly different than what has worked with standard chess [4] . Advances in these games have come principally from tree searching (e.g. the minimax decision rule), knowledge representation (e.g. formalized heuristics), Monte-Carlo approaches (i.e. the incorporation of randomness), pattern matching and machine learning (e.g. artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms). The interested reader may delve further into these topics and related ones in several notable publications [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] .
In summary, there does not appear to be any groundbreaking or revolutionizing AI technologies emerging despite the challenges of greater game tree and state-space complexity. This may be due to the fact that even the most experienced human players store only between 100,000 and 300,000 'chunks' (i.e. chess position patterns) in their brains [19] and yet this is sufficient to match strong computer programs which need to analyze billions of positions. So the expectation that an even larger search space is required in a game to cultivate better AI technologies is misplaced. This is analogous to motivating the building of a better boat simply by moving to a bigger ocean. AI research into these games seem to be narrowing in scope, i.e. becoming more game-specific, and falling into the same trappings as did chess decades ago. As a result, we have very strong computer chess programs today but they are hardly regarded as 'intelligent' anymore [20, 21] .
We suggest that a better direction than the trend of simply moving to games of increased complexity is to take advantage of the sufficient complexity of chess and build upon not only the generic technologies that have made computers play it so well, e.g. improved hardware and search techniques, but also the game-specific heuristics that have made them better than human players.
Variants
It is estimated there are over 1,000 chess variants that may vary in terms of the pieces used, the shape and size of the board, and the rules [22, 23] . However, none could be found that increased human-perceived complexity, i.e. making it significantly more challenging and arguably more interesting than standard chess, without affecting the standard game's tree size and state-space complexity. For instance, in the chess variant, 'Chain of Fools' [24] , the objective is not to checkmate the opponent's king but to arrange your pieces in chains such that each piece defends the next. The ability to promote and castle is also removed. The game tree is therefore significantly different from standard chess.
Hence we developed a new, suitable variant of the game; one where also the more human-like aspects of intelligence such as perception and intuition that play into what we might call 'creativity' can be made the focus. These aspects of creativity -which are difficult to fake through 'tricks' of programming -should furthermore be distinctly measurable as the difference between a strong program and a weaker one by virtue of being critical to advanced levels of play. This is what remains when standard chess, i.e. the technological means to play it well, is 'subtracted' from the new variant. 'Switch-Side Chain-Chess' (SSCC) 1 was created and features a simple rule that a player has the right to switch sides with the opponent should the piece he just moved form a 'chain' on the board. The variant can be played on any standard international chess set, although a board that allows for easy rotation would be preferable. A standard chess set and turntable device would also suffice (see Appendix). In the following three sections the concepts of chains and switching sides are explained in detail. These sections also contain discussions about the challenges they pose to AI and how these challenges may cultivate the development of more intelligent or creative machines. Some suggestions about how to approach these problems are also given. The article concludes with a summary of the main points and some closing thoughts.
Chains
A chain in SSCC constitutes: a) a continuous link of pieces of any color completely surrounding at least two adjacent empty squares; b) such that if a line was drawn following the pieces, it would pass through each only once (in principle, a Euler circuit); c) and the piece that moved last must be part of the chain.
Having just one empty square surrounded by the chain was considered to be too 'naturally occurring' whereas three adjacent squares or more, too difficult to achieve in a real game. Fig. 1 shows several examples of chain configurations. In (a), if an additional piece is placed on d7 it would not create a chain because we would have to pass through the d6 square twice to complete the circuit. In (b), we see how a chain can be expanded by adding a piece (the knight on b5) to an existing chain. In (c), the two diagonally adjacent empty squares in the center of the chain are valid. In (d), a piece already in an existing chain (the black king) can either expand it by moving from e5 to e6 or contract it by moving from e6 to e5, forming a new chain.
The largest chain, in terms of 'area', would constitute 28 pieces stretching along the four edges of the board whereas the smallest chains would consist of 6 pieces and resemble (a) or (c) in Fig. 1 . The concept of a chain should now be clear enough to identify because a precise definition of what every chain could possibly look like is impossible. It follows that, with fewer than 6 pieces on the board, SSCC reverts back into the standard version's endgame as no more chains are possible, and thus no more switching. In principle, these chains should be identifiable using similar pattern matching techniques as applied in some Go programs [25] even though in SSCC they are more complicated in the sense that the pieces may also link diagonally, not just along the grid. However, since pattern matching usually depends on the pattern having the exact shape as the stored reference (symmetry aside), larger and irregular chains will be more difficult to identify. Traditional pattern recognition technology, on the other hand, usually deals with recognizable (often geometric) shapes in photographic images and are not applicable here either [26, 27] . One issue that arises with chains in SSCC is the identification of chains that 'touch' each other or share part of an edge (see Fig. 2 ); a potential complication if graph theory is applied to detect them. A chain-detection algorithm should ideally be able to identify all the chains in the cluster even though one would suffice for the purpose of the game. This is an example of how technology developed for the variant can be immediately extensible beyond it for potential use in other domains; e.g. in image processing. Another issue is the determination of the 'essential' or smallest chain created by a move, i.e. utilizing the fewest number of pieces. For instance, in Fig 1(b) , assuming the black pawn on c5 had just moved there from c6 to form a new chain, the essential chain would actually resemble the one in (a) and exclude the knight on b5.
In other words, one need not include the knight on b5 for a chain to be valid by virtue of the aforementioned pawn move. Consider the constructed position in Fig. 2 more carefully. The move Qd3 gives White the option of switching sides but there are at least four unique chains created as a result; all of which should be identifiable by a well-designed and 'perceptive' chain-detection algorithm.
Even to humans, all the chains possible are likely not obvious. In a game -especially under time controls -a human player might miss spotting a chain and therefore the opportunity to switch sides; drawing or losing an otherwise won game. The best algorithmic implementation given present technology apparently requires that, in a particular position, all the pieces across the whole board be examined repeatedly as every piece is potentially the starting and ending vertex of a chain. This process exacerbated by the exponential number of nodes or positions as the search depth increases. Doing all this in a way that does not significantly affect the speed of the game engine is therefore a major challenge in gaming AI. 'Shortcut' techniques that risk overlooking some chains put the computer at an inherent and critical disadvantage given the rules of SSCC. Given that chess-playing engines today contain heuristics that have already had the benefit of decades of development -and can be used immediately in SSCC -chain 'perception' can be treated as an independent variable in overall game-playing performance, and its effectiveness measured easily and convincingly. Unlike, for example, through elaborate competitions that use say, the Elo ranking system. Human experts in SSCC are theoretically unnecessary. Researchers can focus on and develop different, novel approaches of chain detection to compare, decisively, against others.
Perhaps we may also understand better how, despite our limited ability of perception, we humans are still able to use it relatively well in complex tasks; and furthermore how to improve upon that ability in machines. Research into the proposed variant, even in so far as identifying chains, can therefore more easily, more efficiently and more meaningfully contribute to gaming AI than research into other more complex games where we have much less to build upon.
Switching Sides
When a chain has been created on the board and can be pointed out by the player who made the move, he has the right to switch sides with the opponent. If he chooses to do so, the turn is then his again as it would be in any case (the two armies alternate in their turns, as per the standard rules). This keeps the flow of the game 'natural' and does not affect the size of the standard game's tree or more specifically, its state space complexity; so all standard chess games are SSCC games but not vice-versa.
From a computational standpoint, the new variant need not contain, for instance, a dynamic mapping from player identity to piece color. There is also nothing added to the branching factor of the game tree in the players having the choice, at times, whether or not to switch sides. A simple thought experiment illustrates this. Imagine a game of standard chess taking place between two players. The game ends with one side the winner. The exact same game -in terms of the moves possible (and this is all that matters in the game tree) -would be true for SSCC; except that the players, from time to time, may have risen and swapped chairs with each other. Fig. 3 2 shows the standard minimax game tree structure and how the swapping of player identities (Jack, Tim) would not affect its size because White (W) and Black (B) are unchanged in the tree. Even though the game tree in SSCC is identical to that of the standard version, the variant is dramatically different from the perspective of the players. Clocks (e.g. in tournament games) should be unaffected by the switching rule to prevent either player from waiting until the last second on his clock to switch. So in switching sides, you also inherit your opponent's time left. Human-perceived complexity increases tremendously because the states of both armies need to be factored into the decision of every move in addition to the concerns of regular chess. In principle, there will be fewer reasons to switch at the beginning of the game (the opening) and more as the game progresses. In the endgame, there will be fewer opportunities for chains to form given the fewer remaining pieces on the board but perhaps the best incentive to switch should the opportunity present itself, especially for the losing side.
SSCC offers players the opportunity to dramatically and instantly change their fates -which can often be decisive in standard chess should a critical mistake be made -by virtue of their ability to perceive accurately and strategize effectively. If you are losing, there may be a way to trick or even force your opponent into creating an opportunity for you to create a chain on the board and assume control of his army in exchange for yours. If you are winning, you need to be mindful of such plans, beyond the regular concerns of the game.
Arguably, a higher or more sensitive level of awareness is therefore required to play SSCC. Apart from the challenges of chain detection (see previous section), even more advanced AI approaches would be required for a machine to decide correctly whether or not to switch sides once a chain is present. Consider the partial game of SSCC shown in Table 1 that actually took place correspondence-style via e-mail between a colleague overseas (Player A) and the author (Player B). The 'S' columns indicate 'switch' or 'swap' and are to be ticked where applicable in recorded games. The first four moves are nothing spectacular and would resemble a game between two non-experts in standard chess. See Fig. 4 . However, after about a month later -though he claimed to have spent less than an hour on it using only a notepad -Player A responds with the unexpected 5. c3!! This seemingly unpredictable move now leads to a forced mate. The reader may attempt to figure out the rest of the winning sequence without looking at Table 2 just yet. With White's 5 th move, a valid chain is created in his own army in order to switch sides. Player A now assumes the black pieces and proceeds as shown in Table 2 with 5. … d4!, switching again. Notice the tick in the rightmost 'S' column of move 5.
Player A is now with the white pieces as before. He is able to create a series of chains and chooses to continuously switch sides until it leads to the inevitable checkmate on move 11 with the black pieces (see Fig. 5 ). Note that the chain after 10. Kd1 may not be immediately obvious, even though it is a relatively big one. An easy way to tell which color pieces a player currently has is to count the number of ticks on each side before and including the last move. If the ticks are even on each side, the players have their starting colors. Otherwise they control the opponent's army at the time. So in this game, with an uneven number of ticks, Player A wins and happens to do so with the black pieces. Strategic complexity of this nature is difficult if not impossible to demonstrate mathematically. We offer the argument that given the same rules as standard chess and the same game tree complexity, the requirement of having to be observant of chains and the difficultly in deciding when and when not to switch make SSCC much more complicated strategically. It also requires a different sort of intelligence than can be found in standard computer chess programs. Could a modified chess engine today have anticipated 5. … c3? What about the possible defense of 4. … exf3 that would have kept the game going on longer? Further strategic considerations in SSCC might include whether a player should switch for a significant gain at the first opportunity or perhaps play cautiously yet 'mischievously' (letting his opponent do all the work) to a point where a chain formation cannot be prevented and he simply takes over the opponent's marauding army. These are some of the things that, at the moment, seem difficult to quantify or model and require the introduction of new heuristics that are able to deal with making the best decisions under highly volatile conditions on the board. As with chains explained in the previous section, the difference between a strong SSCC program and a weaker one would lie in the amount such methods improved overall playing performance. This quality of intuition or even cunning can be treated as the second independent variable in experiments, or the only one if the chain detection method is standardized between two competing computer programs.
A Switching Theory
How can we know that what works in standard chess or something similar cannot also be applied to SSCC such that a computer can decide well enough (i.e. better than most humans) when and when not to switch? Generally, the numerical value of the positional assessment of either side, as in standard chess, can be used as a determiner. In many chess engines, this is usually a positive or negative fractional value (pawn unit) based on the smaller 'centipawn' unit where 100 centipawns = 1 pawn. For instance, in a given position, a move with an evaluation of +1.25 pawn units (125 centipawns) would be good for the player (and bad for the opponent) whereas a move with an evaluation of -1.25 would mean the exact opposite.
If a potential move creates a chain and has a negative score, it is probably a good idea to switch since you gain control of your opponent's pieces and the turn immediately after. This can be achieved by simply inverting the standard minimax decision rule [6] . However, the inversion of minimax should only apply if the potential move creates a chain. The detection of the chain can be seen as an additional heuristic or collection of heuristics which do not affect the game tree any more than a better chess program that uses more heuristics than a weaker one does.
This inversion method or 'iminimax' was tested in a computer program implementation of SSCC (see Appendix) but the program's performance -even against a handful of people who only just learned the game -was poor to say the least; much like the very first chess-playing programs. This can be attributed to the not-entirelyreliable method of chain detection employed and complete absence of 'intuitive' intelligence or creativity in deciding whether or not to switch when it is legal; precisely the two areas that require further work and that we hope will lead to scalable, groundbreaking new technologies in gaming AI.
Heuristics that ascribe an appropriate value to the option of switching are worthy of further investigation. Its value should be relative to the strength of the army the opponent would immediately gain control of. General principles of development such as this may be suitable for immediate material gain such as winning a rook or queen, but how should the computer handle the more subtle or creative aspects such as setting up a trap in order to switch at just the right moment? We foresee a technological conflict between standard chess heuristics and those required to play SSCC well. This is because chains and switching sides are totally new and unrelated to the standard game.
Conclusions
Highly complex board games like chess have often served as testing grounds for technologies that have the potential of bringing us closer to replicating the general human thought process in machines. Unlike games of imperfect information like poker that involve chance [28] , games like chess, in principle, permit us to confirm that our chosen decision in any given situation is the correct or best one with more confidence. Relatively simpler games like checkers no longer pose a challenge [29] so the trend in AI research has been to explore games of higher and higher complexity. However, decades of research into such games has lead to the reuse of essentially the same approaches and technologies that worked for chess [4] , or fine-tunings of other generic methods that have already been around for some time, e.g. Monte Carlo algorithms [30] . Nothing significantly new or revolutionary seems to be emerging from AI research here as a result. Even so, this is not to say that there has not been any progress.
We believe one of the main reasons for the lack of groundbreaking progress in gaming AI is that game complexity, beyond a point, is really not the issue when it comes to spurring research that will bring us closer to 'true' AI. Instead of moving to more complex games and having to deal with their many inherent differences, we suggest looking into the finer or 'softer' aspects human of intelligence by exploring a suitable variant of the game that differs only in terms of those aspects.
For this purpose, we created a new variant that preserves both the game tree and state-space complexity of standard chess but increases the human-perceived complexity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only chess variant that does so. The people we have tested it with were mostly skeptical at first but ended up enjoying themselves and even introducing it to others. Given that there are currently no expert players or strong SSCC computer programs, our arguments in this paper are based largely on logic and reason. We hope the arguments presented are enough to inspire other researchers to consider this variant and what it could contribute to the field.
